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About This Game

Description
Polygod is a rogue-like, randomly generated, single & multiplayer FPS with a brutal difficulty curve!

Blending a fast-paced, Quake-esque feel with randomness, difficulty and our handcrafted power-up system, Polygod is a
hardcore gamer and speedrunner's dream. Only the most skilled and strategic players will defeat the Trial of the Gods.

You are a Faceless One: a one-armed, gun-wielding assassin of legend. The seven deities of Polygod will test your skill with
randomly generated arenas of hostile minions, followed by a boss fight against a ruthless Holy Champion.

Each of the arenas features five Altars of Worship, offering you Blessings in exchange for Souls you have collected along your
journey. Blessings combine and stack to create unique gun effects, but each has consequences, so choose wisely if you wish to

survive each wicked challenge. And don’t forget, death is permanent in this purgatory of the gods!

The art style is inspired by the meta-physical surrealist artist Giorgio de Chirico who is famously revered for his eerie mood and
strange artificiality of cityscapes.

Main Features

A UNIQUE, RANDOMLY GENERATED EXPERIENCE EVERY TIME. Randomise the levels, blessings offered and
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enemy placement with our seed system, or challenge others on specific seeds! Polygod offers full leaderboard support
using a universal daily seed.

GUN CUSTOMISATION WITH 100 UNIQUE BLESSINGS. Each seed will offer you a different selection of blessings
as you progress through the levels. Strategically combine and stack them to fit your personal playstyle. Ever wondered
what it would be like if your bullets were bubbles? Well, what if they were bubbles AND proximity mines? And you
shot 3 of them at once? AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT? The options are endless! Do you choose a lethal sniper build, or a
bullet wall of death? How will you survive: lifesteal, jump-strafe dodging, tank-like health? How do you want to navigate
the environment: double jump, helicopter boots, teleportation?

Additional Features

Online co-op

Splitscreen co-op

Versus multiplayer

Integrated controller support

35 unique enemies

15 unlockable playable characters

7 epic boss fights against Holy Champions

7 even harder Red Holy Champions

Special Boss Blessings

Experimental soundtrack

Minimalist, colourful artstyle

Quirky NPCs

Tough & comical achievements
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Title: Polygod
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Krafted Games
Publisher:
Krafted Games
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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I love shmups almost as much as I suck at them.

Most other shmups (bullet hells especially) straight-up keep you from going to later levels if you play on easy or use continues.
In Mecha Ritz, I didn't get punished for being awful with no ending, I got to fight a really cool boss and won while I was one hit
away from death. This game makes it easy for me to enjoy the bullet hell experience while still feeling like I'm actually good at
the game.

Oh, yeah: the FM synth music is amazing.

The only real problem I had with the game is that there's no explanation whatsoever as to how things work. How do you gain
Rank? What is Heat? Why do bosses shoot a million bullets that then disappear? A game manual or tutorial would fix this right
up.

Eventually I'll get the hang of the scoring\/ranking system and I won't be as terrible. I can only imagine how much more fun the
game will be then.. Pretty short game, but it is an interesting concept and fun game.

Pros:

- General silliness (Stripping people, taking their guns straight out of their hands, etc.)
- A few levels are actually somewhat difficult
- Charming graphics despite being blocky
- Good level design overall
- Gory fun

Cons:

- Rather short for the price
- Interaction with some objects is lacking (Can't shoot guns)
- Objects are oriented exactly as you pick them up. If you pick them up sideways while your controller is straight up, you have
to rotate the controller sideways to get the objects straight up.

Overall: If you are looking for a polished, goofy, gory game then you have come to the right place. Sure it isn't super long, but
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screwing around on this is pretty fun overall. It also just released, so I do have hopes that more content will be added in the
future.

Suggestions:

- Content creation. This is pretty much a necessity, and a good content creation area would make this game so much better.
- Maybe add some really hectic levels where you start with weapons instead of having to find knives or catch bullets (Kinda like
the grandpa bonus level, but with even more craziness.)
- Just adding some more levels in general.. Craniods utterly useless.
Their infantry wiped out en mass by Corp shooters.
Guardtowers killing 20 at a time.
Don't even waste your time.. This is one of the rare examples when the DLC is actually better than original game, though "The
Talos Principle" was already absolutely stunning gaming experience.
"Road to Gehenna" is full-fledged story DLC and it is a must.
It features story of another robot Uriel near the end of the main story.
Uriel is instructed by Elohim to free a number of other AIs, all of whom had been imprisoned in a portion of the computer's
database called Gehenna.
Puzzles and overall challenges are much tougher, e.g. first ones here are harder than late-game puzzles from the original game
and they do scale in the difficulty during the progression of a story. Not to mention stars - these are hidden and restricted so well
that you must come up with some truly ingenious solutions in order to get them.
No guidance, further help and tips - now you are completely on your own.
DLC features three new immersive songs included in updated OST and it naturally occurs just before the ending of the original
game, introducing new narrative and keeping on the same exceptional philosophical storyline.. Stiff animations, boring combat,
with rogue-lite progression in a procedural environment. The backgrounds are nicely drawn.. It's basically a port from some
cheap game site. That's the feeling I get from it. It runs on Java.
Not worth the 14 cents I payed for it.
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Have you ever thought, "Gee, I sure do miss the Aperture Science High Energy Pellet." Then this mod is for you, because it is
100% energy pellet.. My eyes ;~:. Though the price is a bit large, I would wait for a sale and buy this DLC.
Most of the DLC contains generally useless buildings that just do what can already be done a 'little' better or give you a minor
little boost in some stat you forgot the game had, but the Creamery is extremely useful. It turns the Milk you get from Cattle
Ranches into a very profitable source of income and makes the game much more interesting by adding a new trade good and
source of income.
Though I would still think this DLC should have just been released as part of the base game, I see it kind of like the Quick Dry
Cement DLC from Tropico 4: Containing a very helpful building that can assist you a great deal in expanding your nation's
income and helping you grow.
Just wait for a sale and buy it for $2. It's worth it for $2, not $4.. most boring game i have ever played and good luck connecting
becouse it disconnect ever 5 secconds. World War 2 Hitman. The ending is still better than mass effect 3.
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